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INTR
RODUCTIO
ON
At millimetre
m
wavelengths, there is a high
h
demandd on low looss phase shhifters in ordder to
proviide steeringg of the beaam in such applicationns as autom
motive radarrs, point-to-point
comm
munication links, etc. Phase shift
fters based on ferroeleectrics may have high loss,
wherreas MEMS switch netw
works proviide only disscrete phasee shift. Thatt is why we have
in a
propoosed to usse MEMS tuneable high-imped
h
dance surfaace (HIS) embedded
e
rectanngular metaal waveguidde to attain low
l loss analogue typee phase shift
fter. In this paper
p
we shhow measurrement resuults of a receently fabricaated MEMS
S tuneable HIS.
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Propoosed multi--layer MEM
MS tuneablle HIS connsists of ann array of coupled MEMS
M
capaccitors, muchh smaller thhan the wavelength of an
a incident field, placeed on a grouunded
dielectric wafer [1], see Figg. 1. As shoown in [2], such structture can be consideredd as a
combbination of layers
l
with inductive and
a capacitiive effectivee input imppedance, andd at a
resonnance frequeency the efffective impeedance tendds to imaginnary infinityy. As a resullt, the
phasee of the refllection coeffficient at thhe resonance is equal too 0º insteadd of 180º as for a
metal surface.
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Fig. 1 Multilayeer MEMS tuneable
t
higghimpeedance surfaace (part of a larger arrray
show
wn).
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Figg. 2 Phase shift of a waveguide with
em
mbedded HIIS for diffeerent lengthhs of
sidde wall inclusions; analytical
a
(
(solid
linne) and simuulated (markker line).

If an actuation voltage is applied to the MEMS capacitors connected in rows, the
resonance frequency shifts. At the same time the phase of the reflection coefficient of
the HIS changes, as well as the phase factor of the propagation constant of the reflected
field. This can be used in development of phase shifters where the MEMS tuneable HIS
is embedded either in the narrow walls of the metal waveguide or placed as a backshort
(reflection type phase shifter). Frequency dependence of the phase shift, which appears
when the HIS is tuned from a low impedance state to a high impedance state, is shown
in Fig. 2. Analogue type phase shifter can operate by gradual tuning of the impedance of
the whole MEMS inclusion. Alternatively, the effective length of the high impedance
section can be changed by applying different voltage to different rows of MEMS
capacitors providing analogue type phase shift due to the very small size of the unit cell.
EXPERIMENT
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HIS array of 200x52 unit cells with a period of 350 µm was microfabricated, see Fig. 3,
and its S11 parameter was measured by placing the surface as a backshort of a
rectangular metal waveguide, see Fig. 4. The measured phase of the reflection
coefficient changes from almost 180º to 0º at the resonance frequency, which proves
that the structure behaves as a high-impedance surface, see Fig. 5. Gradual tuneability
of the MEMS capacitors with capacitance ratio of 1.22 was achieved by applying an
actuation voltage, pull-down voltage being 15 V. Future steps will be applying voltage
source to the HIS embedded to the waveguide and measuring the S-parameters.
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Fig. 3 Fabricated HIS

Fig. 4 Measurement setup

Fig. 5 Measured S11 of HIS

CONCLUSIONS
We have designed, analysed, fabricated MEMS tuneable high-impedance surface and
measured its S11 at millimetre wave frequencies. The structure can be used in
developing low loss analogue type phase shifters based on rectangular metal
waveguides for millimetre wave beam steering applications.
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